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Abstract: The electrostatic field in a nanocomposite represented by spherical nanoparticles (NPs)
embedded into a dielectric between two parallel metallic electrodes is derived from first principles.
The NPs are modeled by point dipoles which possess the polarizability of a sphere, and their image
potential in the electrodes is found using a dyadic Green’s function. The derived field is used to
obtain the parameters which characterize the electrical breakdown in a nanocomposite capacitor. It is
found, in particular, that for relatively low volume fractions of NPs, the breakdown voltage linearly
decreases with the volume fraction, and the slope of this dependence is explicitly found in terms of
the dielectric permittivities of the NPs and the dielectric host. The corresponding decrease in the
maximum energy density accumulated in the capacitor is also determined. A comparison with the
experimental data on the breakdown strength in polymer films doped with BaTiO3 NPs available in
the literature reveals a dominant role of the interface polarization at the NP-polymer interface and an
existence of a nonferroelectric surface layer in NPs. This research provides a rigorous approach to the
electrical breakdown phenomenon and can be used for a proper design of nanocomposite capacitors.

Keywords: electrical breakdown; breakdown voltage; nanocomposite; nanocomposite capacitor

1. Introduction

Recently, the polymer film capacitors have received growing attention due to their
advantages of a low cost, facile fabrication, excellent flexibility and high operating volt-
age [1]. To also attain high energy storage density, one employs nanosized inclusions
with a high dielectric constant, thus increasing the effective dielectric permittivity of such
polymer-based nanocomposites [2–5]. This can be performed, however, at the expense of
a decrease in the capacitor breakdown strength [6–8] that diminishes to some extent the
advantages of this approach.

To properly design nanocomposite capacitors, one needs a deep understanding of the
factors which control the electrical breakdown in them. For relatively low volume fractions
of inclusions, which do not create deep traps for electrons [9–13], the primary effect of
their embedding is a modification of the electric field in the capacitor. Among different
approaches which aim to account for this influence, only the Maxwell Garnett approxima-
tion [14,15] follows from first principles, while the other ones are rather phenomenological
models (see, for example, a review of different models in Ref. [7]). This approximation
treats the spherical inclusions as point dipoles with a dipole moment which is determined
by the sphere polarizability. It is applicable, however, to composite media provided they
extend throughout a space of dimensions which are much larger than the wavelength of
the external field or to unbounded media in the static case. For a nanocomposite capacitor,
this criterion is not fulfilled, and one must take into account the polarization of electrodes
and, resulting from it, the image potential [16].

In the present paper, we develop a first-principles approach to the static electric field
in a nanocomposite capacitor which is based on a rigorous account of the image potential
for point dipoles between parallel metallic electrodes. The obtained results are used to find
the parameters which characterize the electrical breakdown in a nanocomposite capacitor.
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The predicted dependencies are compared with the available experimental data on the
breakdown field strength as a function of the volume fraction of inclusions and temperature.

2. Methods
2.1. Model

We consider a parallel-plate capacitor in which the gap of thickness d between the
metallic electrodes is filled with a nanocomposite dielectric. The rectangular electrodes
are assumed identical to each other and have the lateral dimensions L1 and L2 along
the x and y axes, respectively. The nanocomposite is represented by identical spherical
nanoparticles (NPs) of radius R with the dielectric permittivity εi randomly dispersed in
the host dielectric with the dielectric permittivity εh (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. (a) The model of a nanocomposite capacitor. (b) The model of an NP.

We assume that the NP radius is much less than the capacitor dimensions, i.e.,
R� d, L1, L2, and treat the NPs as point dipoles which possess the polarizability of a
dielectric sphere. Such an approach follows the assumption made by Maxwell Garnett [14]
which has been widely used for the modeling of the dielectric properties of composites.
The applicability of this approximation is limited to relatively small volume fractions of
NPs (see Section 2.3).

2.2. Electrical Breakdown in Conventional Capacitors

We assume that the main dependencies which govern the electrical breakdown in
capacitors remain valid when a small volume fraction of NPs is embedded into the host
dielectric. Namely, the avalanching effect in the dielectric in a strong electric field leads to
an exponential increase in the electron current density with the dielectric film thickness as
follows [17]

je(d) = je(0) exp(γEd), (1)

where je(0) is the injected current density at the electrode with a negative bias (at z = 0),
the constant γ can be determined in terms of the electron energy sufficient for impact
ionization and the recombination rate, E is the electric field strength inside the dielectric
and d is the dielectric film thickness. The breakdown occurs when the electron current
density reaches the critical value jB which is sufficient for the dielectric destruction. For a
given thickness, this happens at a certain value of the field strength, EB, which determines
the breakdown voltage VB = EBd.

The quantity je(0) is dictated, in its turn, by the work function of the electrode and
the potential barrier for electrons formed by both the electric field potential and the image
potential for an electron originating from the polarization of the electrode. Two processes
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contribute to this current: the quantum-mechanical tunneling through the barrier and the
thermionic current above the barrier.

For relatively weak electric fields, the latter one prevails over the first one and is given
by the Richardson–Schottky equation [18]

je(0) = AT2 exp
(
−W

kT

)
exp

(
BE1/2

kT

)
, (2)

where A and B are constants, A being known as the Richardson constant, W is the work
function of the electrode, E is the electric field strength inside the dielectric film, k is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.

In strong electric fields, the tunneling mechanism is the dominant one and the injection
current is given by the Fowler–Nordheim formula [19]

je(0) = CE2 exp
(
−D

E

)
, (3)

where the constants C and D are determined by the work function of the electrode and do
not depend on the temperature.

2.3. Local Field in a Nanocomposite

When applying the above equations to a nanocomposite capacitor, one should regard
the field strength E as the microscopic (local) field which is determined not only by the
applied voltage but also by the field of the polarized NPs. For extended media and
relatively small volume fractions of NPs, this field can be found in the Maxwell Garnett
approximation which models the inclusions by polarizable spheres [14,15]. However, this
approach is not applicable to the operating wavelengths λ which are comparable with or
larger than the capacitor dimensions and especially for static fields which correspond to
the limit λ→ ∞ [16].

A proper approach to this problem involves an account of the image potential which
originates from the polarization of the electrodes and can be obtained by an infinite sum-
mation of all the induced NP dipole images in the two electrodes [20]. However, a more
convenient way of calculation is using the Fourier transform of the field derived for a
dipole oscillating with frequency ω between two reflecting surfaces and taking the limit
ω → 0 [21].

In the adopted approximation, the induced dipole moment of an NP located at the
point r = (x, y, z) is given by [22]

p(r) = αE(r) = εhR3 εi − εh
εi + 2εh

E(r), (4)

where α is the sphere polarizability and E(r) is the microscopic (local) field [23] at the
position of the dipole. A random distribution of NPs allows one to formally consider their
polarization, P(r) = Np(r), as a continuous function of the radius vector r. Then, the local
field can be written in the form [23,24]

E(r) = E0 + N
∫

V′
F̄(r, r′; ω)p(r′)dr′, (5)

where E0 is the external electric field applied to the capacitor and directed along the z axis
and the integral term represents a collective action of the induced dipoles. Here, N is the
volume number density of NPs, the quantity F̄(r, r′; ω) is the so-called field susceptibility
tensor that relates the electric field at the point r generated by a classical dipole, oscillating
at frequency ω, with the dipole moment itself, located at r′ [25], and the symbol V′ denotes
the gap volume after removal of a small volume around the NP under consideration that
excludes its self-action. As far as the dipole moment in the integrand depends on the local
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field, Equation (5) is an integral equation which provides a self-consistent solution for the
electric field in the capacitor.

The tensor F̄(r, r′; ω) can be expressed in terms of the dyadic Green’s function for
Maxwell’s equations [26] and allows a decomposition into the direct contribution, which
describes the field of a dipole in free space [27], and the reflected contribution, which pro-
vides the dipole field reflected from the parallel plates [21]. For a dipole near a flat surface,
it is convenient to write it in the form of the 2D spatial Fourier integral as follows [28]

F̄(r, r′; ω) =
1

(2π)2

×
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
f̄(z, z′; kx, ky; ω)eikx(x−x′)eiky(y−y′)dkxdky, (6)

where f̄(z, z′; kx, ky; ω) is the Fourier transform of the tensor F̄(r, r′; ω), x′, y′ and z′ are the
Cartesian coordinates of the point r′, kx and ky are the spatial frequencies along the x and y
axes, respectively.

For the purposes of the present derivation, one needs the limiting value of the tensor
component fzz(z, z′; kx, ky; ω) when ω → 0, which we denote as fzz(z, z′; kx, ky; 0). This
quantity determines the z-component of the local field which dictates the potential barrier
for injected electrons. In this limit, the reflected field is reduced to the field originating from
the images of the NP-induced dipole in the two electrodes.

Let us introduce the Fourier transform of the local field in the capacitor,

Ez(r) =
1

(2π)2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
ez(z; kx, ky)eikx xeikyydkxdky, (7)

and substitute it into Equation (5). The obtained equation involves the quantity fzz(z, z′; kx, ky; 0)
whose variation with z and z′ is determined by the factors exp(±κz) and exp(±κz′) with
κ = (k2

x + k2
y)

1/2. Assuming the inequality κd� 1, which will be justified in what follows,
and the model of a perfect conductor for the electrodes, one obtains (see Ref. [29] for the
detail)

fzz(0, 0; kx, ky; 0) ≈ 4π

εhd
. (8)

We then obtain

ez(kx, ky) =
e0(kx, ky)

1− (4π/εh)Nα
, (9)

where

e0(kx, ky) =
∫ L2/2

−L2/2

∫ L1/2

−L1/2
E0e−ikx xe−ikyydxdy

= E0L1L2sinc
(

kxL1

2

)
sinc

(
kyL2

2

)
(10)

is the Fourier transform of the applied electric field. Here, sincx ≡ sin x/x, L1 and L2 are
the lateral dimensions of the electrodes along the x and y axes, respectively, and we have
assumed that the field is zero outside the capacitor. Taking into account that the function
sincx is essentially nonzero within the range |x| ≤ 3, one concludes that the essential
range of integration in Equation (7) is limited to the values |kx| ≤ 6/L1 and |ky| ≤ 6/L2.
This means that the condition κd � 1, which we have used above, is justified provided
d� L1, L2.

Finally, the local field, Equation (7), takes the form

Ez =
E0

1− 3 f β
, (11)
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with f = (4π/3)NR3 being the volume fraction of NPs and β = (εi − εh)/(εi + 2εh). Let
us note that the applicability of this approach which models NPs by point dipoles is limited
to the range f ≤ 0.2 [16].

3. Results
3.1. Breakdown Parameters in a Nanocomposite Capacitor

Equations (1)–(3), which describe the electrical breakdown, can be written in terms of
the applied voltage, V, and the applied field strength, E0 = V/d, as

je(d) = je(0) exp
(

γV
1− 3 f β

)
, (12)

je(0) = AT2 exp
(
−W

kT

)
exp

(
B′E1/2

0
kT

)
(13)

and

je(0) = C′E2
0 exp

(
−D′

E0

)
, (14)

respectively. Here, the new parameters

B′ =
B

(1− 3 f β)1/2 , (15)

C′ =
C

(1− 3 f β)2 (16)

and
D′ = D(1− 3 f β) (17)

determine the field and temperature dependencies of the injection current in a nanocom-
posite capacitor.

The breakdown voltage for a nanocomposite capacitor, V′B, is related with the one for
an NPs free capacitor, VB, as follows

V′B = (1− 3 f β)VB. (18)

For NPs with εi > εh, the quantity β is positive and therefore Equation (18) describes
a lowering of the breakdown voltage with an addition of NPs.

3.2. Maximum Energy Density

An important characteristic of a capacitor is the electromagnetic energy density, U,
which it can accumulate. This quantity is given by

U =
1
2

ε0εE2 (19)

with ε0 being the permittivity of the vacuum and ε being an effective permittivity of the
dielectric in the capacitor. The maximum value of the energy density which can be attained
in a nanocomposite capacitor is determined by the breakdown field strength E′B = V′B/d,
i.e.,

U′max =
1
2

ε0εE′2B . (20)

For a nanocomposite capacitor in the static limit [16]

ε = εh
1 + 3 f β

1− 3 f β
(21)
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that, together with Equation (18), gives

U′max = [1− (3 f β)2]Umax, (22)

where Umax is the maximum energy density in an NPs free capacitor. Equation (22) pre-
dicts a slower decrease in the maximum energy density with f than the decrease in the
breakdown voltage, Equation (18).

4. Comparison with Experiments and Discussion

The above theoretical findings can be compared with the experimental results avail-
able in the literature. One should note, however, that the quantities γ, W and jB, which
determine the breakdown field strength, are unknown and do not allow to calculate the
absolute value of E′B. Instead, one can consider the relative value E′B/EB with EB being the
breakdown field strength in an NP-free capacitor and compare it with the predicted trend
which follows from Equation (18).

First, we consider the experiments on the breakdown field in nanocomposites rep-
resented by BaTiO3 NPs with an average size of 100 nm dispersed in a polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) matrix [6]. We restrict ourselves by the range of relatively small volume
fractions of BaTiO3 NPs ( f ≤ 0.2) where our approach can be applied. One can see that the
observed decrease with f in the breakdown strength E′B measured at different temperatures
can be well fitted by straight lines (see Figure 2) which is in agreement with Equation (18).
The quantity β found from the slopes of these dependencies nonmonotonically varies
between 0.34 and 0.46 when the temperature changes from 20 to 120 ◦C which can be
attributed to the error bars of the measurements.

These results can be compared with the value β ≈ 0.86 calculated under the assump-
tion that εi = 200, which is typical for thin BaTiO3 films [30], and εh = 10 [31]. A significant
difference between the calculated and fitted values of β can be ascribed to the fact that the
dielectric properties of BaTiO3 NPs are distinct from those of BaTiO3 films [32,33].

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150
 20 oC
 50 oC
 75 oC
 100 oC
 120 oC

E' B 
(M

V/
m

)

f

Figure 2. The dependence of the breakdown field strength on the volume fraction of BaTiO3 NPs
embedded in PVDF matrix for different temperatures indicated in the inset. The straight lines are the
best linear fits to the experimental data shown by symbols and taken from Figure 5a in Ref. [6]. The
experimental error bars are not available.
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A remarkable temperature dependence of the breakdown field indicates that the
thermionic current, Equation (13), is the dominant mechanism of the electron injection.
As it follows from Equations (12) and (13), the temperature dependence of the quantity
E′B/(1− 3 f β) should be the same for different f . This can indeed be obtained from the
experimental plots of E′B versus T which, being recalculated to E′B/(1− 3 f β) with the mean
value β = 0.4, coincide with each other within the possible error bars (see Figure 3). Taking
β = 0.4 and the dielectric permittivity of PVDF εh = 10 [31], one finds for the effective
dielectric permittivity of BaTiO3 NPs εi ≈ 30.

20 40 60 80 100 120
70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150  f = 0
 f = 0.1
 f = 0.2

E' B/
(1

-3
fb

) (
M

V/
m

)

temperature (oC)

Figure 3. The dependence of the quantity E′B/(1− 3 f β) on the temperature for different volume
fractions of BaTiO3 NPs embedded in PVDF matrix indicated in the inset. The experimental data are
taken from Figure 5b in Ref. [6]. The experimental error bars are not available.

In another set of experiments, BaTiO3 NPs of 30–50 nm in diameter were surface
modified using a pentafluorobenzyl phosphonic acid (PFBPA) and incorporated into a
poly(vinylidene fluoride-cohexafluoropropylene) (P(VDF-HFP)) matrix [7]. Again, for
relatively small volume fractions of NPs ( f ≤ 0.2), the breakdown field strength linearly
decreases with f (see Figure 4). The value of β deduced from the slope of this dependence
is about 0.57, and taking εh = 12.6 [7], one obtains εi ≈ 70. For comparison, the calculated
value of β obtained with εi = 200 is about 0.83.

Finally, a decrease in the breakdown field strength was also observed for BaTiO3 NPs
of 7 nm in diameter dispersed in polystyrene (PS) [8]. A linear fit of this dependence
(Figure 5) gives β ≈ 0.54 which, together with the value εh = 2.4 for the PS [8], provides
εi ≈ 11. The calculated value with εi = 200 is β ≈ 0.96.

As one can see from the above consideration, the values of the effective dielectric
permittivity of BaTiO3 NPs derived from different measurements differ from each other
significantly which points at a dominant role of the interface polarization at the boundary
between an NP and a polymer matrix. The obtained values of εi are in the range between
10 and 70 which is much less than the values typical for thin BaTiO3 films [30]. This
discrepancy can be attributed to the existence of a nonferroelectric surface layer in the NPs
which has a low dielectric permittivity, its relative contribution being that it is increasing
with a decrease in the NP size [32,33].
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Figure 4. The dependence of the breakdown field strength on the volume fraction of BaTiO3 NPs
embedded in P(VDF-HFP) matrix. The straight line is the best linear fit to the experimental data
shown by circles and taken from Figure 8b in Ref. [7]. The experimental error bars are not available.
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Figure 5. The dependence of the breakdown field strength on the volume fraction of BaTiO3 NPs
embedded in PS matrix. The straight line is the best linear fit to the experimental data shown by
circles and taken from Figure 5 in Ref. [8].

5. Conclusions

In the present paper, we have developed a first-principles approach which allows
one to calculate the local electric field in a nanocomposite capacitor and the parameters
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which characterize the electrical breakdown in it. It is found that for relatively low volume
fractions of NPs ( f ≤ 0.2), the breakdown voltage linearly decreases with f . The slope of
this dependence is determined by the parameter β which is related to the NP polarizability.

A comparison with the available experimental data on the breakdown strength in
polymer films doped with BaTiO3 NPs has revealed that the effective dielectric permittivity
of NPs differs remarkably for different host polymers and is significantly lower than the
values typical for ferroelectrics. These findings point at a dominant role of the interface
polarization at the NP-polymer interface and an existence of a nonferroelectric surface layer.
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